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The NFT Creative Awards™ was created to recognize, celebrate, and 

promote the most outstanding NFT artworks and concepts and showcase 

and connect this outstanding artwork with patrons and collectors 

worldwide. 
Farmani Group assembled NFT Creative Awards™ in partnership with Marcelo von Schwartz, architect, 

filmmaker, and Creative Director of MANIFESTO Co to bring attention to outstanding creative NFT design 

and promote the winning creators to the prominent audience and collectors worldwide. 

The Farmani Group, established in 1985, is the organizer of International Design Awards (IDA), Prix de la 

Photographie in Paris, London International Creative Awards, and the Annual Lucie Awards for Photography, 

which has emerged as one of the world’s most prestigious photography awards. 

MANIFESTO is an interdisciplinary network of people with different creative minds and backgrounds, from 

architecture to product design and cinema, exploring global trends, challenges, and opportunities for 

innovation to shape the future of culture, lifestyle, and environment. 

The Awards 
We award and connect the most outstanding NFTs with the appropriate collectors and patrons. At the same 

time, NFT Creative Awards is indeed acting as a patron to create the first community museum. Therefore, 

most of the money brought in from registration fees returns to the community. 

NFT Creative Awards isn’t just a competition. We’ve created a complete NFT ecosystem. While our 

international jury awards NFTs by categories, many of them are acquired by NFT Creative Awards or some of 

our associated collectors and patrons. 

At the end of the competition, all the awarded NFTs will be part of the NFT AWARDED SPACE -an 

exclusive marketplace-, in a permanent collection but also exhibited in monthly thematic exhibitions organized 

by a group of international curators. 

Among these pieces could be yours. 

NFT Creative Awards gives you the best opportunity to grow your reputation as an artist and creator. 

Eligibility: Anyone can apply. 

Open to all Platforms/Marketplaces/Cryptocurrencies 

  



What You Get 

The NFT Creative Awards competition rewards outstanding NFT works across fifteen (15) categories. 

Creators should consider the category description when entering their work.  Judges are looking 

for originality, complexity, personality, concept value, quality of composition, creativity, skills, and 

the overall emotional impression. 

The NFT Creative Awards competition recognizes, respects, and protects the IP rights of creators. 

Each member of the Jury is passionately committed to providing a fair and unbiased evaluation of all entries. 

All successful entrants will receive the NFT Creative Awards single minted personalized NFT Winner’s 

badge, and are entitled to use it for commercial purposes to promote their winnings. Receiving an NFT 

Creative Awards prize is a significant achievement and ensures that the award winners will receive 

promotional material to publicize their achievements. 

 

The winners will get 
 International exposure in relevant international media for the NFT and its creator, 

 An exclusively minted personalized single edition NFT Trophy, 

 An official Winner badge/trophy to place beside the NFT in the collection, 

 An official certificate, 

 The chance to have the Awarded NFT acquired by NFT Creative Awards or by an associated patron or 

collector 
 The possibility to be exposed at the Awarded  NFT museum and its exclusive Awarded Marketplace – 

in collaboration with our partners. 
 

Winners Benefits 

NFT Creative Awards winners receive significant, international publicity and exposure. In contrast to many 

other awards, all the associated perks of winning NFT Creative Awards are included in the entry fee.  We 

provide extensive exposure throughout our media partners. At the same time, we recommend the awarded 

NFTs for acquisition to our associated patrons and collectors. 

 

Eligibility 

The NFT Creative Awards competition is open to anyone aged 18+ residing anywhere in the world. 

Anyone can apply. 

Open to all Platforms/Marketplaces/Cryptocurrencies 

Winners are chosen based on a single NFT – or a whole collection. 

For more information please check the FAQ page. 

 

 

https://idesignawards.com/jury.html


The judging criteria include the following: 

The NFT Creative Awards competition rewards outstanding NFT works across fifteen (15) categories. 

Creators should consider the category description when entering their work.  Judges are looking for originality, 

complexity, personality, concept, quality of composition, creativity, skills, and overall emotional impression. 

Each member of the Jury is passionately committed to providing a fair evaluation. Jury members are assigned 

categories based on their specific background and design expertise. All projects are viewed and judged 

randomly and anonymously to ensure unbiased and fair judging. 

The NFT Creative Awards jury uses a Scoring System between 10-100 points. 

  

Deadlines 

February 15, 2022 

 

 

The NFT Creative Awards Jury 

All submissions are evaluated by an expert international jury from different creative disciplines. The 
jury committee is comprised of top independent designers, artists, curators, collectors, art lecturers, 
journalists, critics, photographers, filmmakers, music producers, and musicians who are devoted to 
brilliance in their disciplines. 

The evaluation is based on a range of criteria that are constantly adapted to current standards. 

We use a scoring scale between 1-100 points on each NFT. Jury members are assigned categories 
based on their specific backgrounds and expertise. All projects are viewed and judged randomly and 
anonymously to ensure unbiased and fair judging. 

 

 

 



The judging criteria include the following: 

The NFT Creative AwardsTM competition rewards outstanding NFT works across fifteen (15) 
categories. Creators should consider the category description when entering their work.  Judges are 
looking for originality, complexity, personality, concept, quality of composition, creativity, skills, and 
overall emotional impression. 
Each member of the Jury is passionately committed to providing a fair evaluation. Jury members are 
assigned categories based on their specific background and design expertise. All projects are 
viewed and judged randomly and anonymously to ensure unbiased and fair judging. 

The NFT Creative AwardsTM jury uses a Scoring System between 10-100 points. 
  

The Jury of the NFT Creative Awards™ 

All submissions are evaluated by an expert jury from different creative disciplines. The jury 
committee is comprised of top independent designers, artists, curators, collectors, art lecturers, 
journalists, critics, filmmakers, music producers, and musicians who are devoted to brilliance in their 
disciplines. 

The evaluation is based on a range of criteria that are constantly adapted to current standards. 

We use a scoring scale between 1-100 points on each NFT. Jury members are assigned categories 
based on their specific backgrounds and expertise. All projects are viewed and judged randomly and 
anonymously to ensure unbiased and fair judging.  

 



  

 

 

 

 

 



 

 

 

 

 

 

 



 

 

 

 

 

 

 


